Thermal and cardiovascular changes during three methods of resuscitation from mild hypothermia.
The interrelations among core temperatures (cardiac, esophageal, tympanic, rectal), skin temperature, and cardiovascular function (cardiac output, arterial pressure, heart rate, total peripheral resistance) were studied in a conscious subject during entry into mild hypothermia through cold water (10 degrees C) immersion, and during rewarming by three basic procedures: peripheral heat donation (bath); core heat donation (inhalation); and no exogenous heat (spontaneous). Swan-Ganz catheterization of the heart enabled measurement of cardiac temperature as well as cardiac output by the thermal dilution method. During cooling, all sites of core temperature measurement showed similar rates of entry into hypothermia. However, during the rewarming procedures, divergent patterns of temperature change among the four sites occurred. Rectal and tympanic temperatures were not representative of cardiac temperature, but esophageal temperature was, and is therefore most suitable as a criterion for experimental evaluation of the thermal benefit of various core rewarming techniques. During the first 30 min of rewarming, rates of increase in cardiac temperature for bath, inhalation, and spontaneous procedures varied according to the proportions 4:2:1, respectively. No afterdrop of cardiac temperature occurred with the inhalation or spontaneous procedures, but an afterdrop at this site did occur during the first 15 min of bath rewarming as soon as skin temperature was greater than 30 degrees C. This afterdrop coincided with cardiovascular changes including abrupt decreases in arterial pressure and total peripheral resistance, along with increases in heart rate and cardiac output. Such evidence of increased peripheral circulation was not observed with the inhalation and spontaneous methods. The findings relate to experimental evaluation of rewarming techniques and principles for resuscitation of hypothermia victims, especially in the first-aid situation.